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Above is a small sampling of the donation to the Museum’s Shop by Powerbuilt Tools! We are so
pleased to welcome them as a partner.
Photo mu 008D by St. Amant

Welcome to another edition of the Fire Warden. We hope you enjoy reading about the
progress being made by our organization on many fronts. Restorations are always at the
forefront of our activities and are among the most visible of our accomplishments. I am
confident to state that we have one of the most aggressive restoration programs of any
fire museum. As our Department’s centennial rapidly approaches, we intend to continue
this effort.
Restorations are only one of our many facets, however. Recently I had the great honor of
speaking on behalf of the Museum in front of 300 people gathered in the Mayne Event
Center located above our Museum showroom. The occasion was the 50th anniversary
of Los Angeles County Emergency Medical Services. In attendance were many of the
people that literally created those services and the agencies that followed. Doctors,
Nurses, Firefighter Paramedics, and so many others, that put it all together oh so many
years ago. We were honored with their presence. I was truly humbled to be around so
many accomplished individuals.
Building partnerships has, and always will be, very important to our organization. We
have two new partners, our newest is Powerbuilt Tools, and they have already been
extremely generous. Museum members can benefit from this new partnership as well.
See their inside cover advertisement in this edition of the Fire Warden for your discount
on their many tools! We also have partnered with MetLife. See more about this on Page
35.
I couldn’t be happier with how things are going with our organization and new facility.
Our docent ranks continue to grow as does our restoration crew, our physical and online
stores are up, running and doing well. Visitation has been steady and significant. We have
a new and more responsive accounting firm, and the list goes on. A major advancement
in our archiving and display of photographs and documents is also now in the works.
The work never ends and only seems to pile on more and more, but our history and
accomplishments as a Department are worth the effort. We hope you all agree.
Paul Schneider
President
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RANDOM SHOT

Photo: fh 004D

By Paul Schneider

So I was going through my lap top looking for images that may spark an article or two for this issue of the “Fire Warden”. You see, I’ve been
scanning historic images of our Department’s history now for about thirteen years so there are quite a few to choose from. During my
search, I ran across an image of me at the grave sites of my Grandparents on my Father’s side. It meant a lot to me to visit their graves in
Inglewood Park Cemetery for many reasons, but one prompted me to do so one day with Engine 16 and my crew.
We were on our way home from some live fire training in Inglewood where we were treated to some great training hosted by some
exceptional people. Craig Ross made sure the fires we experienced were of an adequate size and volume to make it all interesting, hence
the bubbles on the top of my helmet. It was a such a special training day all unified by the County FD badge. The trainings proximity to
Inglewood Park Cemetery stuck in my mind as we passed the park on our way to the training and I decided if time permitted afterwards,
we would stop there so I could do something I had wanted to do my entire career.
My Grandfather was a LACoFD Fireman from 1924 to 1955. He served his entire time as Captain on Engine 14. His story was covered
in a previous edition of Fire Warden** so I won’t retell it here. He died when I was ten, but I was fortunate enough to have many fond
memories of him and my Grandmother as they would babysit me on occasion. My Grandmother also contributed to the LACoFD story
as she would often act as a dispatcher when Engine 14 was out of quarters.
You see, back in the early days of our Department when you needed help, you’d call your local fire station directly. If that Engine
Company was not in quarters you were out of luck unless you had the number to the next closest firehouse. My Grandfather, having
been a lineman for Pacific Bell Telephone, had wired up Fourteen’s business line to automatically switch over to his private residence
after so many rings. My Grandmother would answer and send the next closest County or City Engine or engines/trucks to the caller’s
emergency. She also gave birth to five sons, three of whom followed their Father into the Fire Service.
I vividly remember my Grandfather’s memorial service and was so impressed
by how many Firefighters from Los Angeles County and City as well as other
Departments were in attendance. I also remember Los Angeles County Engine 14
and Engine 214 being there. My Grandfather was a great man and was married
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**see online: Vol 25 – Issue 2 – 2016 for more on Captain
Ted Schneider and page 17 in this issue for Station 14
photo
Random Shot Continued Pg 5

Photo by St. Amant - mu 001D

FIRE MUSEUM FACILITIES
THE MUSEUM
This is the main Museum for our public displays.
It is located at 16400 Bellflower Blvd. in the
MAYNE Events Center, on the ground floor.
THE SHOP
Located at 9834 Flora Vista Street, this is the “old
Museum”. It is now known as The Los Angeles
County Fire Museum Shop, or among friends:
The Shop. It is a busy, working restoration shop.
Our conference room and various archives are
housed here as well.
“THE CATACOMBS”
Located in South Gate, this is our warehouse full of rigs that are in need of
much attention and are not ready for public viewing. It is a storage facility
that holds many artifacts as well as rigs.
LACoFD HEADQUARTERS
We have a spot located in the Training Center at LACoFD Headquarters, above
in the photo. We have one rig and thousands of photographs, helmets, and
other artifacts. Some of them are on display up there, but most are filed away.
This is where our Historian, Dave Boucher, spends many hours.
PACOIMA
Located on the LACoFD Pacoima grounds, we have storage lockers full of
goodies just waiting to have their time in the spotlight.

ABOUT YOUR FIRE MUSEUM:
The County of Los Angeles Fire Museum
Association is a public benefit nonprofit 501(c)
(3)

corporation,

established

in

1975

and

incorporated in 1989. Acquisitions, restorations
and operating funds are supported by monthly
and annual membership dues paid by over 3,600
active-duty Los Angeles County fire fighters,
retirees, members of other fire departments, and
the public.
The museum’s collection includes more than 60
examples of historic apparatus, some dating back
to the late 1800s, as well as hundreds of artifacts
and thousands of photographs. The most
popular vehicles in the collection are the original
paramedic/rescue Squad 51 and the two Engine
51s from the 1970s television show EMERGENCY!
The collection is currently housed in the new
Museum facility, the shop and a warehouse in
South Gate and Bellflower, California.
The Museum Association is governed by a ninemember board of directors, nominated and
elected by the membership every two years.
Our board members

provide the organization

longevity in leadership and forward-thinking
vision for the future.

Random Shot Continued from P4

to a wonderful woman. He was revered in the Fire Service. He started a legacy in my family that has now extended to four generations.
Since becoming a Los Angeles County Firefighter myself, I had wanted to bring my engine to pay my respects to my Grandparents.
Engine 16 has been to me what Engine 14 was to my Grandfather. So to be able to visit his grave with Engine 16 that day was such a great
feeling. I am so blessed to be part of my family’s legacy and the Los Angeles County Fire Department. I love this job and our Department
and all the great people I’ve been so fortunate to work with over the last thirty plus years. Just another reason why I got involved with
the Museum where I get to spend more time with great people doing what we can to preserve the legacy of all of us who have called
the Los Angeles County Fire Department home.
©2019 | LACountyFireMuseum.com 5
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By CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD
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Another Crown has emerged into the Los Angeles County Fire
Museum, but it is not just another Crown, nor is it red, nor is it even
a former LA County Fire Engine. So why would the Museum be
interested in another Crown? As you would expect, the addition
is of significant historical value,
not just to Los Angeles, the West
Coast, nor even the Country,
but as a mile marker for the fire
service as a whole. It is the First
Prototype of what was to become
known by Crown Coach Company
as a “Firecoach”. The Firecoach
was proclaimed by Crown and
advertised as the “Royalty of Fire
Apparatus”.

new and inherited several more from consolidations of smaller fire
departments. The City of Los Angeles and Orange County were
also major purchasers of the Crown Firecoach.

F1001 is the serial number of the
first custom fire engine Crown built
utilizing a Los Angeles County Fire
Department Specification. They
hoped to capitalize using many
new concepts in fire apparatus
which were unheard of in 1951.
Crown followed American La
France in incorporating a cab
forward midship engine design,
and five years later Mack came
out with their own cab forward
A Los Angeles based company;
design. This sleek short wheelbase
The Crown Carriage Company
design allowed maneuverability
was founded in 1904 by D. M.
and visibility unheard of in
Brockway. He began building
Details show the care taken by the Arnolds conventional cab fire apparatus.
carriages and progressed into building a variety of
Photo by St. Amant ap 077D The Crown Firecoach was a trend
custom bodies using commercial chassis for autos and
setter in fire apparatus, not just
trucks including ambulances. They began specializing in
on the West Coast, but across
buses and made a real mark in building School Buses and Custom the country and beyond. Orders for Firecoaches included Hawaii,
Coaches. After World War II their desire was to enter into building Kuwait, and Mexico
custom fire apparatus.
This Crown emerged from the drawing board with hand-crafted
F1001 was the very first of only 857 fire engines built by Crown construction under the watchful eye of several former employees
Coach
Company on their custom or commercial chassis of the likes of Mack and Seagrave. To expedite construction,
while in
Los Angeles. The Los Angeles County being the first prototype, she was constructed on an International
F i r e
Department purchased 131 Crowns Commercial Frame and sported a Coast Bumper.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Photo by Schneider ap 084D - D073

FROM OUR MAILBOX:
Upon receipt of the Fire Warden, Volume
28 - Issue 1 – 2019, I immediately focused
on the chrome yellow fire coach on the
cover and went right to your article.
Congratulations on a truly great
addition to the museum. This engine
is especially meaningful to me, and I’m
sure other members of the West Covina
Fire Department.

I hired on the WCFD in 1964, and at
that time F1001 was at Headquarters
Station 1 on Sunset. As a boot fireman,
I was impressed as to how proud all
the members were of the very first
Crown Firecoach. I left in 1968 to join
the LACoFD and put in a full career. Of
course, working on several Crowns.
Whenever firemen gathered around the

latest greatest Crown, I would say; “well
who here has ever worked on the very
first Crown”?
I have never been to the museum. Lots
of procrastinating, and excuses. I’m
pretty sure there is a trip for me to the
museum this year.
Brad Hall
West Covina Fire Department 64/68
Los Angeles County Fire Department 68/99

Photo by St. Amant - ap 081D
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

This Crown was used as a demonstrator for four years to show off
the innovative design and to seek customers. She traveled across
the state stopping off at many fire departments, chief’s meetings
and trade shows. The second demonstrator began construction
in 1953 utilizing the Crown “Z-Frame”, which all future Crowns
utilized. The two demonstrator Crowns were shown off at the Los
Angeles Truck Show.
With the arrival of a replacement demonstrator, F1001 was sold to
the City of West Covina. July 8, 1954 she was placed in service as
West Covina Engine 1, given Shop #F4. F1001 served at all five fire
stations during her career as first-in engine, and later as a reserve.
The Crown responded to the Bel Air Fire, November 5,1961, as part
of the mutual aid effort to assist the City of Los Angeles during
that devastating fire. She also responded to her neighboring
departments as the
need arose, most
likely responding with
Los Angeles County
Engine 44. The 1956
Crown now displayed
at the Los Angeles
County Fire Museum
as Engine 36.
Upon purchase, the
City of West Covina
had the prototype
modified for their own
specific need. They
had the pre-plumbed
Morris
Invincible
Monitor
removed,
and two high pressure
hose reel lines were
mounted in its place.
A plate was mounted
in place of the intakes
on both sides and soft suction boxes were affixed. A red Federal
Model 19 SolarRay light was placed over the windshield, and
shortly after being placed in service, the signature Guide turning
indicators were mounted on the nose with, typical at that time,
green glass lenses.
8 ©2019 | LACountyFireMuseum.com

As the Crown matured with West Covina, updates were made
to the compartments, converting to modern Drop-T handles.
A Federal Model 17-A Beacon Ray replaced the Model 19 over
the windshield. F1001 had already been placed in reserve status
several times and moved into first line service as new stations
would open. In 1967 West Covina purchased a Crown Snorkel and
chose to order it in Dupont Yellow #93-78134. It was their forward
thinking, that Yellow would be a safer color than the traditional
red, and they began repainting their other apparatus.
In September 1969, it was decided to give F1001 an update;
receiving rear fender compartments to allow additional storage.
It was at this time that she received the yellow paint to match the
Snorkel as other apparatus were also repainted.
A rag top was added
to shield the cab and
was later replaced with
a fiberglass top. Later,
they saw a need to add
a rack to accommodate
a
35’
aluminum
extension ladder over
the hose bed, and the
hard-suction
hoses
and brackets were
removed and replaced
with an aluminum 12’
extension ladder.
Crown F1001, being
a
prototype,
was
constantly
being
upstaged by her more
modern
younger
sisters as the older
Crown lacked many
Photo by St. Amant - ap 059D
of the newer rigs’
features. The Z-Frame made her a stiffer ride, lacking the braking
power of the newer Crowns. The Pump Transmission was noisy
from the earliest days, causing much consternation even after
being rebuilt. Eventually, that would become her downfall, upon
disassembly in late 1979 it was decided it was a poor investment to

rebuild, and she was placed in the City Yard for Surplus.
Larry and Chris Arnold had long been keeping an eye on F1001
knowing her history and importance. They both photographed
her when the opportunity arose. Unbeknown to them, the Crown
went up for auction and the top bidder refused to pay for it upon
learning that it lacked a transmission. Hearing “matter of factly” of
her latest disposition, Chris, Larry and Rick, made an offer for the
historic Crown and the City of West Covina accepted, and she was
purchased September 1980.
The Arnold Family towed her home, and then began the process
of cleaning up the neglected fire engine, removing the oxidation,

25 years appearing at car shows, cruises, fire service day
observances and parades. She appeared at two of the LACoFD
Oregon Battalion 4th of July Campouts in Valley of the Rogue State
Park. F1001 was not alone in Jacksonville, for she resided just a
mile from a 1954 Crown former Touring Bus which had served the
Harvey House Touring days in the Grand Canyon.
The lone Firecoach in Jacksonville was not alone for long, for
a good friend of Chris’, loved F1001 and bought a few Crowns
to display and tinker with. Former LAFD Wagon 89, as well as
Crowns from, Big Bear, Clark County, Corvallis, Monrovia, Mountain
View, Multnomah County, Seaside, and Vernon gathered at times
with the historic Crown.
With Chris being recently uprooted
and contemplating a move back
south, the disposition of the Crown
came to question. With the death of
Larry in 2012, partners and brothers,
Chris and Rick weighed options
and wanted to assure a long-term
solution for the storage and display
of their historic Crown.

Chris contacted Los Angeles
County Fire Museum President Paul
Schneider and was surprised to hear
the enthusiasm expressed with the
prospect of such a donation. Paul
recognized the significance of this
Crown, and expressed his desire
to help complete the dream of the
Arnolds; to restore her back to her
original configuration and condition
as a demonstrator of what was to
Rescue 11 and Crown Number 1 in the Museum
Photo by St. Amant ap 055D
become a Firecoach. After gaining
ladder rack, drooping top and revitalizing the once bright approval from the Museum board, plans were made to complete
yellow Crown. Rebuilding the Fuller Transmission and Crown the donation and she was shipped back to the Golden State, to the
Pump Transmission was a challenge, as Crown made an error in County of her birth.
reconstruction which was not realized until it had already been
After caring for the Crown for thirty-eight years, the Arnold Family
installed in the apparatus.
is very pleased that the Los Angeles County Fire Museum will be
With replacement of the tires and building a garage in LACoFD the home for Crown F1001. A great location for her to be seen and
Station 5’s District, the Crown was ready for display. The Arnold’s appreciated by firefighters and the public at large who visit this
took her to a variety of parades, fire service recognition day great Museum. The Museum Team was very surprised to see the
observances, musters and pump-ins in Southern California racking appreciation of her current condition, so much so, that she has
up hundreds of miles. They hosted the first meeting of the Crown been placed in the main museum in her yellow state. Chris also
Firecoach Enthusiasts as well as an additional meeting with F1001 looks forward to the possibility that he may be able to assist in the
in the backdrop. She posed and took part in events at LACoFD restoration process. He and his brother are grateful to know that
Station 32, LACoFD Gehr Training Center, LAFD Old Plaza Fire she will be taken back to her original condition.
Station, LAFD Station 88, as well as at the Dodger Stadium Muster,
Long Beach Muster and numerous Pump-ins.

Thank You from the Arnold Family

She moved with Chris up to Jacksonville, Oregon, for an additional

FROM THE MUSEUM MEMBERS, TEAM & BOARD OF DIRECTORS
TO THE ARNOLD FAMILY

**Thank YOU!**
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LANDMARK PHOTO FOUND
By Historian Dave Boucher

As the Historian for our Department & Museum, I get to
open donated boxes that contain photographs, stories,
personal effects and memorabilia from deceased members. I
methodically examine everything down to the smallest scrap
of paper in the box for bits of possible historical significance.
This photo is an absolute jewel, and was found in a well-worn
manila envelope all by itself.
The location of this photo is original Fire Station 60 on the lot
at Universal Studios, taken to celebrate the arrival of a shiny
new 1965 Crown 1,250 GPM pumper; and yes, it is the rig you
will see when you visit the Museum, as we own it now. It is
open cab, has hand-painted gold lettering, front suction and
includes the dreaded electronic siren.
The prize winner in the photo is, hands down, the beautiful
1932 Ford 1½ ton (or so) pumper with a 250 GPM (or so)
Barton front-mounted pump, that was the industry standard.
Only once before had I seen a distant partial photo of that

rig. The door reads Los Angeles County Fire Department, but
it was likely paid for by Universal. It does not appear on any
of our rosters. A note on the back of the photo says it was
known as “U-8”… the “U” probably for Universal.
Where did the rig go? The notes on the back say that at some
point in time it was stolen from the Universal lot and vanished
without a trace. Sad, right? It was probably stashed in a barn
in Hemet and it waiting to be unearthed. :-)
Now, look at the front of both rigs. What is with the
headlights? They look like eyeballs to me! Engine 60s “eyes”
are up and to the right. The Ford’s are down and to the left.
Then, note the front suction hose?!! Yes, the rig is smiling
almost as much as the crew members. Well, if you could have
seen the previous rig at 60s you would know why, it was a
1938 Seagrave Forestry rig re-painted red in 1948. This was
quite an improvement.
The note on the back also says that the man on the right is
Chris Temple and the second from the left is Loren Johnson.

Photo Credit: Copy reproduced in 1989 by Universal Studios Inc. Photo: sta 60 001
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Engine Company 51 is the Los Angeles County Fire Museum’s Gift
Shop and online storefront. NEW ITEM: SQUAD 51 Tshirts!! Our Grand
Opening tshirts are marked down for last call quick sale. When they are
gone, they are gone. Sizes are limited. We still have a limited number
of the coins, and they are spectacular. It is recommended you grab a
collection now before they are all gone. Go to the website to see all we
have to offer.
Go to: https://www.lacountyfiremuseum.com/engine-company-51/
for more information and place your order today.
Women’s and Men’s T’s have the same back
& KMG 365 on the sleeve

Men’s Crew Neck

Women’s V Neck

www.lacountyfiremuseum.com/engine-company-51/
©2019 | LACountyFireMuseum.com 11

FROM THE SHOP
By Paul Schneider

O

ur restoration crew has been working away, as usual, with our numerous projects. Our crew of volunteers are a great group of
guys and they enjoy being together. We so appreciate having them help us out. It is great to see so many people stepping up
and getting involved. Restoration of fire engines is a complicated and time consuming process and restoring one can take years
to get done. Two of our projects have taken us many years of work, but finally there is light at the end of the tunnel for both.

1930 MOORELAND - PUMPER J
The Mooreland will be the first fire engine we have restored that is from our Department’s Forestry side, it will serve to
highlight our Wildland Firefighting history. It will be a great contrast to all the red fire engines in our collection, as it is
two shades of green.
Our 1930 Moreland now has finished running boards and a battery
holder. A reproduction fuel tank has been built by Paul Reber of
Wisconsin Rapids, WI. Paul is a dedicated fan. He works at the
Grand Rapids Volunteer Fire Department and built a very nice
replica of Squad 51. Reber also gave us a Datascope 860 to display
with Squad 51. This unit is a placeholder until we can locate the
actual model used in the show “Emergency”, a Datascope 850. Our
sincerest thanks to Paul for his assistance with our project and his
continued support.
In the coming weeks , we will install and reskin the newly constructed
oak tailboard, which will then enable us to finish and install the rear
fenders and then the rear compartments. We recently had most of
the trim from the hose body chrome plated and will be installing it
all. The hose body will be re-installed soon as well.
All photos by Joe Woyjeck From Top L: ap 047D
ap 048D, ap 046D. Bottom: ap 044D
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TOOLS TO DO THE JOB
We are just so excited with our new tools from Powerbuilt Tools,
we have to share more of the dontation with you. Here is one of
four tool boxes full of tools that our mechanics are just thrilled to
have availale to work with. The specialized tools we recieved will
allow our work to go faster, and we will have better results. We all
know, having the right tool handy is “everything” when working.
Photo mu 009D by St. Amant

1903 AMERICAN FIRE ENGINE CO. “METROPOLITAN” STEAMER
Our 1903 American Fire Engine Company “Metropolitan” Steam Engine is much closer to completion now that
our gold leaf guy, “Bruce the Brush”, finished decorating the coal bin, toe board and brake handle. He is now
decorating the freshly painted bronze water pump. One of our new restoration volunteers just happens to be a
boiler expert, and he has knowledgeable friends as well, that will be able to help us prep this steam engine for its
eventual return to operational status.
All steamer photos by Paul Schneider

Above: Coal Bin - Photo: ap 050D
Right: Brake Handle - ap 053D
Below: Both shots of the “Toe Board”
Left: Photo ap 052D Right: Photo ap 051D
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1985 SEAGRAVE - Was LACoFD Engine 17
In the paint shop, Premiere Fleet of Bellflower, being prepped
for painting, we have our 1985 Seagrave that was LACoFD
Engine 17. The prep work and repairs are nearly done, and
it will be getting a fresh coat of paint very soon. Then we
will start the process of reassembly. The 1985 Seagrave is a
very enjoyable engine to drive and we are looking forward
to completing this restoration.

Photos
Top Right: ap 031D
Left: ap 030D
Below: ap 032D and ap 036D
Bottom: ap 035D and ap 083D

All photos this page by Paul Schneider
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1957 VAN PELT
We have completed the work we had planned on the 1957 Van Pelt
It now looks pretty much like it did early in its career.
All photos this page by Paul Schneider - Below: Photo ap 038D

1955 CROWN
Work continues on our 1955 Crown. Outwardly this engine looks done,
but there were a couple of pages of detail items that needed to be
addressed. Our goal is to have everything working properly, including
the pump, gauges and windshield wipers.
Joe Woyjeck, along with restoration volunteer Ted Shaper, took a drive
out to the property of a generous donor, Mike Jones, who had an old
Los Angleles County Crown that he is parting out. He let Joe and Ted
pull many of the parts that we needed for our Crown.
This project will take us a while, but is worth the time and the effort.
Crown Fire Engines were the backbone of our Department for many
years, and we are lucky to have one of our Department’s earliest ones.
Photo: ap 029D

Some of the progress being made on the 1955 Crown:
Rebuilt windshield wiper motors remounted. New spotlights going in. Auxiliary intake installed. Most of the pump panel
labels back in place. New water tank water level gauge also installed.

1974 CROWN
A key item was to repair the brakes on our 1974 Crown, which retired as
Engine 269, and was originally Engine 68. Thanks to Chris Marangakis
for getting that important job done for us. The air dryer needed to be
disassembled, cleaned, reassembled and reinstalled. Chris got the job
done.
That engine gave us a scare one day when suddenly it had no brakes.
Luckily we were only trying to move it a few feet. We will replace that
air dryer with a brand new one ASAP to ensure safe operation of the
vehicle. When it comes to more modern apparatus equipped with air
brakes we prefer to upgrade those systems as needed as opposed to
fixing older components. We also have a mechanic perform a safety
inspection before taking those rigs out on the road.
Photo: ap 037D
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1928 AHRENS FOX

For over thirteen years we have been on the lookout for parts for our 1928
Ahrens Fox, and in late April we finally acquired most of the parts we have
needed for so long. We are not planning on beginning restoration on this
engine anytime soon, but we are always looking for the parts that any of
our vehicles need. This is a prime example of how long it takes sometimes.

Ahrens Fox photos by Paul Schneider

Top Left: Photo ap 026D, Top Right: Photo ap 027D
To the Right: ap 082D

SPRING CLEANING

SQUAD 51
Above: Spring cleaning of the tool bin and bench in The Shop
Photo: mu 004D
Right: Squad 51 was sent to the paint shop to touch up a scratch on the
left front fender and paint all four wheel hubs from black to red, as well
as painting the lug nuts red. We usually don’t paint lug nuts, but we did
so in this instance to return Squad 51 to its television show appearance.
Right: Photo 51 001D
See back page for full frame shot of Squad 51 and its TV appearance.

Spring Cleaning and Squad photos by Joe Woyjeck
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CALLING ALL LACoFD RETIREES...
By President Paul Schneider

We need your support!!!
Calling all Los Angeles County Fire Department
retirees!! Memberships and membership dues
are the life blood for the Fire Museum. Most of our
funding comes from active Los Angeles County
Firefighters who pay monthly dues through a
payroll deduction plan. When a Los Angeles
County Firefighter retires, those membership
dues cease. Many of you do not realize that. As
a result, we lose members and their all-important
dues. We currently maintain over 1000 retirees
as members yet only 100 are dues paying
members. If the retirees who have fallen off the
payroll deduction program due to retirement,
would reinstate their monthly contributions, the
resulting increase in funding would greatly assist
the museum in our efforts to restore and preserve
our Department’s history. So please consider
becoming dues paying members again.

Thank you all for your support
past, present and future!
We really can’t do this without you!

For retirees who would like to once again
financially support the Museum and what we do,
we have many ways that make it easy...
•

F&A Federal Credit Union - if you have a
membership there

•

Set up an automatic transfer from your bank

•

Send us a check

•

Use a credit card on our website Donation page

•

Or use Paypal, which is also available on our
donation
page http://www.lacountyfiremuseum.com/
Donate.html

•

Best yet… stop by and deliver the donation while
you see in person the great things happening here

•

If you have any questions or need help, please
email our Membership Chair Paul Oyler
membership@lacountyfiremuseum.com

Our collection Photo sta 014 is a true treasure. Our future Department Chief, here as Engineer Cecil R. Gehr, is the gentleman on the left in the rig’s seat.
Captain Ted Schneider is sitting on the right of the 1924 American LaFrance 750GPM Pumper. Your donations provide us the means to prepare high
quality scans of our collections so we can share them with you and researchers everywhere. (see Fire Warden Volume 25 - Issue 2 - 2016 for more on
“History Maker” Captain Schneider)
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COMPLETING A STORY
By Historian Dave Boucher

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
The Fire Museum receives donations of artifacts and photographs from retired Firefighters and from their families
as well as official LACoFD photos. Every once and a while, we feel like we could call ourselves archaeologists when
we dig up, or rather discover, items we have received from different donors that come together to complete a
story. Here is one of those special times.
STATION 42
About the beginning of World War II, the Valley Fire Protection District was formed (Stations 4, 5, 42, and 44).
Station 42 in Rosemead used the previous Rosemead Volunteers’ station for its quarters until the current station
on Valley Bouleverd at Mission Street could be built. Our first photo (sta 42 002), with the building in it, is a shot
of the volunteer’s structure when the County took over. The new station sign located over the apparatus door
proudly announcing:
L.A. COUNTY FIRE DEPT
ENGINE CO No 42
What about the rig? Evidently, the Rosemead District could not afford a new Engine or the County could not
purchase one due to war time shortages. So they used the Rosemead Volunteer’s rig until one could be purchased,
a Dodge pumper in 1948. This pumper, a 1938 Ford with an unknown pump capacity and tank size, must have
been identified with the appropriate branding and logo on it. I had never seen a photo of it, other than this shot
of the grill in the station.
...UNTIL…our second photo was recently discovered in the bottom of a box donated to the Museum. Unlike the
first photo, it is not an official Department photo, but rather a private one taken by an unknown photographer. I
believe it was shot just before the Los Angeles County Fire Department logos were applied to commemorate the
transfer. I could not read the lettering on the hood in the small original photograph print. So, I had an 8X10 copy
made (the one reproduced here). Now, it shows very clearly:
ROSEMEAD FIRE DEPT - on the hood and
ENGINE – CO. NO. 1 - on the door
Both photos now officially reside in the Museum’s photo collection, which is in the process of being digitized and
cataloged, so we can share the digital photos and stories with all of you. Our collection, along with about 11,000
photos on file in the Los Angeles County Fire Department’s Photo Section’s Office, is a priceless treasure. Between
the two collections, photos of almost everything our Department has ever done or been since Chief Spencer
Turner appointed Forester Arnold Muench as the Forester & Fire Warden’s photographer in 1925, can be found,
studied and shared.
What a privilege to have these photos to study and have been given the opportunity to build on an historical
story. This opportunity could only happen because of the donations we received of someone else’s priceless
artifacts that they deemed worthy of sharing. Please keep the Fire Museum in mind when you are going through
your estate items. The Museum will gladly recieve them, maintain them, and utilize them to help build on our
many stories that still have mysteries to solve.
Photos Next Page: Top sta 42 00
Bottom: sta 42 001
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On May 18 we hosted a swap meet at The Shop, our Flora Vista facility. We
have held similar events in the past, but none compared to this year.
LA County Firefighter Larry Horner coordinated everything for us and really
did a great job lining up quality fire antique and clothing vendors. The
Museum purchased some high quality and rare items including needed
pieces for some of our earliest fire apparatus. The older the fire engine or
truck the more difficult and costly it is to find and buy what is needed. We
were fortunate that a few such items showed up and we were able to buy
them.
Retired Battalion Chiefs Mike Sandeman and Scott Smith are well
known vendors that deal with high-end artifacts. Both men are highly
knowledgeable in the field. We purchased a Fire House warning light that
they had reproduced having used a very rare original as a template. The
reproduction is high quality and very detailed. They only had 25 made and
half are already sold, so we wanted to be sure to grab one before they are all
gone.
Sandeman and Smith weren’t the only high-end dealers taking part in the
swap meet. About a dozen others ensured that the selection was plentiful
and varied. It was a very successful day for the vendors in attendance and
for those looking to acquire quality artifacts and clothing. We hosted a taco
lunch too! We will do this event again next May; so if you missed it this year
don’t miss out next year.
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All Photos this article by Paul Schneder
Top Left: ev 005 D
Top Right: ev 016D
Bottom Left: ev 019D
Bottom Right: ev 020D

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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An early Cairns leather helmet with “Running Fireman” finial. This helmet works well with the
Sacramento Fire Department steam engine we are restoring as it was assigned to Engine 5 - 1903
American Fire Engine Company “Metropolitan” Steam Engine (see more on page 11). It is highly unlikely
that this helmet was from Sacramento FD but it is from a Steam Engine Company assigned as
Engine 5 from a Department with the right initials!
YEAH! We own this!
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HELMET photos: Previous Page art 002D
Top Left: art 003D
Top Right: art 005D
Bottom Left: art 004D

CONTINUED ON PAGE 24

Bottom Right: This is a replica of an early Fire House light. Retired Battalion
Chiefs Mike Sandeman and Scott Smith had 25 of these beautiful lights carefully
fabricated and have already sold half of those. Originals of this light are very rare
so we grabbed this one for display.
Photo: art 016D
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Years ago, Fire Marks such as these were used to identify properties that had insurance and would therefore
benefit from the local fire companies efforts if those properties were to catch on fire. No Insurance Mark meant
no fire protection, unless a fire in an uninsured property threatened one that was insured.
Fire Marks have been heavily reproduced. The square one is a bronze 1920s reproduction. The oval one may be
original but we are still trying to confirm that. Either way these two pieces are welcomed additions and were
donated to us.
Left: Photo art 018D

Right: Photo art 019D

This is an unusual and rare speaking trumpet. Speaking trumpets
were used by fire officers to project their voices over the fire ground
as they commanded their crews. The speaking trumpet is what is on
the collar and hat insignia as well as badges of fire officers to this
day. These are speaking trumpets, not bugles.
Page background image: the inside of the speaking trumpet’s bell Photo: art 025D
Right: Photo: art 023D
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Above Left and Right: A Kerosene lamp that would have been carried on an early hand
drawn ladder wagon. The Museum’s ladder wagon needed such a lamp and finally we
will be able to mount one on that ladder wagon.
Photo: art 010D

Bottom Left: Another Fire Department lantern. This one is known as an “Eclipse”
lantern. These are more rare and much more valuable than the standard Dietz Fire King
kerosene lanterns. We hope to acquire many of the various types of Fire Department
Kerosene lanterns for display in our new Museum facility.
Photo: art 009D
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SERV
ICE

CENTS
DO

CALL FOR

The Los Angeles County Fire Museum is open
to the public Wednesday through Saturday
from 9am to 2pm. Our Museum is known for the
wonderful artifacts and apparatus that we share
with the public. The LACo Fire Museum is run by
volunteers, and we are putting a call-out for some
very special volunteers.
If you are an active or retired
Firefighter, from ANY Fire
Department, and love to
share your experiences and
knowledge, then we need
you. We invite you to come
into the Museum to meet
with our Docents who are
in house for the day to learn
how you can become a
docent and what to expect.

GE
LED
OW

EN
PERI CE - K
X
N
-E

DOCENTS

Your schedule would be your choice. You could
come in for two hours or four hours a day, once a
week, once a month, or every Thursday... etc. Your
choice.
When you are here, you not only will have the
opportunity to speak with our public patrons, but
you will get the “old home”
feeling of being around
everything
firefighting
related, including some old
friends. If you feel this is for
you, please come in or send
an email to membership@
lacountyfiremuseum.com.
This call-out is for active
or retired firefighers only,
thank you.

Photo by Joe Woyjeck mu 002D
Waterous Steamer on the Museum Floor

GO SHOPPING AT OUR MUSEUM STORE
www.LACountyFireMuseum.com/engine-company-51
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The fantastic work done by
Kenny’s Autobody &
Towing
is on display at the Fire
Museum!
•
•

Our 1941 Ford
Beautiful Pumper J

•

1955 Crown’s front panels & wheels

•

Squad 51’s hood and front fenders
Come on in to the Museum and
see our fabulous Stutz!
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50 YEARS EMS CELEBRATION
By Cathy Chidester, RN, MSN Director, Los Angeles County EMS Agency

So, what’s to celebrate? Did you know the organized form of
emergency medical services (EMS) that we take for granted today,
started just 50 years ago, in Los Angeles (LA) County? Under the
leadership of then Supervisor Kenneth Hahn and Drs. J. Michael
Criley and Walter Graph, LA County spearheaded one of
the first pilot projects in the nation to develop the
curriculum and training for a new profession,
paramedics.
Once the initial training of six LA
County Firefighters, 12 LA City
Firefighters and one civilian
was completed in 1969,
Supervisor Kenneth Hahn
worked with California
State legislators to write
and pass the Wedsworth
Townsend
Act
that
defined the role and
scope of practice for
these new paramedics.
With the success of
these programs and their
demonstrated benefit to the
public, it did not take long
for the paramedic program
to expand. The coordinated
system of EMS is responsible
for saving countless lives over
the fifty year span.
The television show EMERGENCY!,
based on the LA County Fire paramedic
program, which starred Kevin Tighe and Randolph
Mantooth, was responsible for the rapid nation-wide
expansion of EMS.
The Department of Health Services/EMS Agency, which oversees
and regulates the EMS system in LA County, approached the LA
County Fire Museum Board to partner with us to plan a celebration
of the 50 years of EMS. We wanted to recognize the roles and
hard work of our EMS pioneers and the resultant EMS system
we have today. Looking back, if the first firefighters had failed, if
Supervisor Kenneth Hahn was not committed to the success, if the
All photos for this article provided by the LACo EMS Agency

first administrators, physicians and nurses did not work so hard to
develop the training program and find the funding, who knows
what EMS would look like in 2019.
The 50-year anniversary celebration was held on March
21, 2019 at the beautiful Los Angeles County Fire
Museum in Bellflower, California. Through
the generous sponsorships from the EMS
family that included, hospitals, labor,
ambulance companies, vendors
and individuals, we hosted a
first-rate event. Starting with a
reception among the beautiful
museum displays and photo
montages
representing
the past 50 years of EMS,
guests
mingled
and
rekindled old friendships.
Later, guests were treated
to a wonderful sit-down
dinner and program.
The program developed
by the 50th Anniversary
Celebration
Committee
started with the premiere
showing of the video 50 years
of EMS Service Excellence and
Beyond (available for viewing
on the Museum’s website)
followed by presentations that
took us through the history of EMS in
LA County. Master of Ceremonies, Cathy
Chidester, EMS Agency Director, introduced notable
speakers such as Kevin Tighe, actor from the television
show EMERGENCY!, Supervisor Janice Hahn, whose father’s vision
spearheaded the EMS system and the Wedsworth Townsend
Act, Dr. J. MichaelCriley, Carol Bebout and Dr. Ron Stewart who
developed the first curriculum, training process and protocols.
The program took the audience through the five decades of EMS,
with speakers sharing their experience with EMS during each
of the decades. The highlights included development of a basic
curriculum and protocols that insured direct medical oversight,
LACo Supervisor janice Hahn and Dr. J. Michael Criley MD ev 021D

to expanded scope of practice, new medications and
assessments, more indirect medical oversight, and
provider impression. Each speaker provided a wealth
of information and personal experience that was
incredible to listen to.
EMS today incorporates a huge system that includes 29
city/county fire departments, 33 licensed ambulance
companies, 72
9-1-1 receiving hospitals and
thousands of EMS personnel consisting of physicians,
nurses, paramedics and EMTs, covering 4,000 square
miles.
It took many dedicated people from the various
planning committees, talented and hardworking EMS
Agency and Museum staff, generous sponsors and
many hours of planning to pull this evening together.
The EMS Agency can’t thank the Los Angeles County
Fire Museum Board enough for their partnership on
this special event, but even more so for maintaining a
place for the history of EMS in Los Angeles County to
be housed.

Carol Statland Hagberg, RN, Dr. J. Michael Criley MD, Carol Bebout, RN Photo ev 0023D

Footage of the event can be viewed from the Los
Angeles County News Room https://vimeo.
com/328001197

IMPORTANT:
ACTIVE DUTY FIREFIGHTHER MEMBERS
Please update your contact information with
our Membership Chair. Your physical address
and email address please. We are getting
quite a few returned Fire Wardens.
Membership@LACountyFireMuseum.com
Above: Anita Lockhart, Dr. Ron Steward, MD, Gary Lockart ev 025D
Below:Active duty personnel attending the Celebration Photo ev 0024D
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While all EMS system participants were well represented at this event
we would be remiss if we didn’t specially recognize the
EMS Pioneers in attendance

Gary Davis – PM #3
Bill Ridgeway – PM #10
Jim Tollefson – PM #30
Carol Bebout, RN
Ginger Gruzinski, RN
Robert Ramstead – PM #6
Michael Stearns – PM #11

J. Michael Criley, MD
Carol Statland Hagberg, RN
Rocky Doke – PM #8
Ed Arnold – PM #12
Ronald Stewart, MD
Jan Thompson, RN

From Left to Right: Gary Davis Paramedic #003, Bill Ridgeway Paramedic #010, Dr. J. Michael Criley,
Rocky Doke Paramedic #008, Michael Stearns Paramedic #011, Bob Ramstead Paramedic #006.
Photo: ev 022D
See Fire Warden Issue Volume 23 - Issue 2 - 2013 for more information on the Pioneers of Paramedicine
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The Fire Museum will be open and will have apparatus on display.
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DISPATCH
FREQUENCIES
By Historian Dave Boucher

Document: doc 001

Although this table shows data which seems seriously outdated to most people, is does in fact show all the local radio frequencies
available for fire emergencies in Los Angeles City, Los Angeles County, Orange County and the U.S. Forest Service during the 1970s and
1980s. During 1976 through 1979, I spent three great years as a Dispatcher Supervisor at the former “Valley” Dispatch Center, located
behind present Fire Station 169 in El Monte. While assigned there, I would occasionally monitor Los Angeles County frequencies while
I was at home during serious fire weather on my “Bearcat XL” scanner. That would pay off in spades during October of 1993’s “Kinneloa”
fire; but that is another story. (see Dave’s book Climbing the Ladder page 85)
Having been retired now for 25 years, it always amazes me how radio traffic is now processed at one single location, the P. Michael
Freeman Command and Control Center. I have heard that the workload is proportionally as hard on the current staff’s dispatchers as it
was in the 1950s through the 1980s when we were on duty for 24-hour shifts.
At the Valley Dispatch Center we had four dispatchers per shift, one of them being a Captain. There were three persons working (up)
during the day, two “up” late evening, and one “up” after 0130 hours. Sleep times were staggered among the crew. If the dispatcher on
the board after 0130 hours “lost control” during that time, the “Dead Man” alarm bell went off, awakening the sleepers who then came
out to assist until control could be regained.
It was a source of pride not to lose control, but during a Santa Ana wind event or multiple large fires that pride was hard to attain. And
as we said then, and I suppose we still do… ”That’s the fire biz”.
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Kevin Tighe was seen at the Museum signing the roof of a Station 51 Model

Want to know what is going on?
Follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/LosAngelesCountyFireMuseum
Photos by Joe Woyjeck Top: 51 005D Bottom The Squad’s freshly painted wheels: 51 004D
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UNINTENDED
MIDNIGHT VISITOR
By Media Specialist Kathy St. Amant

Our Museum owes the Los Angeles County
Sheriff ’s Department, Bellflower Substation, a
huge thank you. We had a hit and run druken
driver drive right through the Flora Vista
Street outside facing wall of The Shop around
1AM June 11th. There were no Museum Team
Members available to recieve the emergency
phone call, so they stood by the big hole in
the wall all night. YES, he was caught... NO,
he did not have insurance. It won’t be a
quick fix, but it will be fixed better than new.
It was discussed at the last board meeting
to upgrade the space since there will be a
construction project in the works.

Top: The broken wall Photo: mu 006D
Right: Our nice display case that was against the wall
Photo: mu 007D
Photos by St. Amant
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LACoFM
when MUSTER’s WERE US
By Historian Dave Boucher

Here is a fun muster event memorialized by an unknown
photographer in 1985. At the time this photo was taken, the
County of Los Angeles Fire Museum Association was beginning
to morph out of the “Muster Association”, who’s purpose was to
participate in timed relays using antique fire equipment such as
steam pumpers, hose carts, buckets, etc. The guys travelled all
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Photo: ev 026

over the state during the summers.
Pictured emitting the black smoke is the Los Angeles County Fire
Museum’s Steamer and the other is the San Jose Knox-Martin
tractor-drawn steamer and a Gorter water tower, the owner
unknown.
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PLAN AN EVENT AT THE MAYNE
The Los Angeles County Fire Museum opened its new facility last July on the first floor of the City of
Bellflower’s MAYNE Events Center. If you wish to book an event at the facility, there are three choices
for the event spaces.
1. An event only upstairs in the MAYNE Events Center
2. An event only in the Los Angeles County Fire Museum
3. An event that includes both the Mayne Events Center and the LACo Fire Museum
To book any events that include the MAYNE Events Center, please note the information below, and
contact Violetta Figueroa.
For any events that include the Los Angeles County Fire Museum, please contact Museum Director
Paul Oyler at Membership@LACountyFireMuseum.com
For any event held in the MAYNE Events Center, TGIS will be your caterer, providing top notch
service, food and drinks for your event.
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TECH & MEDIA - archives & sharing
By Media Specialist Kathy St. Amant

The excitement is building here around our photo & document archive inventory systems. With our physical photograph
& document inventory systems along with our online digital archive project in progress, I wish to share with you the
possibilities that are available to you with these systems today.
I am working on the design and build of a full online photographic & document inventory system. These systems, along
with keeping track of our assets, will bring public access to our collections for research or to find photos to purchase.
The process includes that our original photos will be
scanned at a very high definition and photographed
to produce a film negative. The documents will
be scanned as searchable text (Optical Character
Recognition Scanning). Each are then assigned an
inventory number, the digital asset is uploaded
into the online archive inventory, and added to the
Museum’s archive website. The original can then be
placed into a protective sleeve and kept in a known
location for safe keeping (fireproof file cabinets soon).
The assets are then available for viewing without
touching the original document.
There is a preliminary set of photos up on our website
archive right now that we are utilizing for testing. I am
pleased to announce that the photos from the past
two issues of the Fire Warden are available for public
viewing via our online archive in their web size format.
Full size images will be available for researchers soon.
Purchasing capabilities will be added in the future as
the system is built and tested. A URL that will present
the “complete” archive will be shared after more
testing. “Complete” is relative, as it will be years to get
even close to a “complete” archive due to the size of
our collection.
The URL for the Fire Warden photo archive is
http://www.lacountyfiremuseum.com/fw-photos

Screenshot of our webpage with Fire Warden images
These are available for public viewing right now

Once there, click the words “View Details” to learn
much more about each image. Click just the image
to see the full-size web image in your browser.

One of our main goals with these projects is to become
eligible to apply for and receive grants that will help fund the work to complete our projects. With so many photographs
in our collection, the number of hours to scan and input the data is immense and costly.
Part of the grant process is to prove that our environment, our on-site physical storage space, and our online storage
spaces are maintained in a way that will protect all forms of our assets for future generations. Our staff must be studied in
the preservation of photographs and documents. All of this is very expensive, so the grants are quite important to enable
us to bring our collections to you and keep them safe.
When we have a better handle on compiling the digital assets and metadata, the online archive system “engine” can be
repurposed as a full artifact and apparatus inventory system as well. All with the ability to share our varied collections
with the public.
One “bucket list” Mission of your Fire Museum is to provide searchable information and images to researchers and Fire Department
fans. These projects will be valuable tools to fulfill our goal. As these projects are built, filled in and shared with the public, we will
prove to be a world-class Fire Museum providing 24/7 public access to our varied collections.
BUT... no online photo is as good as coming in and seeing the Museum for yourself.
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A DEDICATED FIREFIGHTER
By Nina B. Robinson, Chief Brunstrom’s Daughter

as well as welcomed into the world his second daughter with
his wife Lou. Not for lack of excitement, his first major fire as
a Battalion Chief was only blocks away from Headquarters
bringing out Chief Klinger to observe it all... yes, indeed,
this was a roaring time.
Continuing into 1970, Ray became an intricate part of the
County’s Consolidated Fire Protection District. Now serving
the areas of Whittier, City of Bell and South Gate. This
Research and Planning Division brought more equipment
and resources into the smaller cities while opening up
opportunities for advancement for the Firefighters.
Forging ahead to 1978, Ray began working on limiting
the use of combustible materials on roofs in the position
of Fire Marshal. He Attended the National Fire Academy
three times. Ray expanded on the vast knowledge he had
obtained during his career.
Ray’s time with the Los Angeles County Fire Department
culminated when he was Division Assistant Chief and direct
representative to the South Bay cities. Although his official
retirement was on March 31, 1989, this time, much like the
beginnings of his career, signified transition into following
his true-life love of the Fire Department in new and different
ways.

Official Department photo of Captain Brunstrom
Provided by Nina B. Robinson Photo: ff 011D

This Firefighter’s journey began long before he officially
held any title or position. Ray Brunstrom began paving the
way to his career as a young boy who organized a volunteer
fire brigade with his childhood friends.
Ray’s journey continued in a more official capacity when he
joined the Division of Forestry for the state of Washington
in high school.
Beginning in 1954, Ray took a sidestep in his career to serve
his country during the Korean conflict. Knowing his son’s
passion for the fire department, Ray’s father sent him a fire
magazine that contained an article about the Los Angeles
County Fire Department, the fastest growing Department
in the United States. Upon his return in 1956 he sought
after his aspirations. THIS, is how a fire truck chasing boy
from Aberdeen, Washington became a Los Angeles County
Firefighter.
Ray joined the Los Angeles County Fire Department in
March of 1957. He was quickly promoted from Firefighter
to Fire Apparatus Engineer in just three short years. He was
promoted to Captain in 1964. Areas he covered during these
years included: West Hollywood, Ladera Heights, Lomita,
Rolling Hills and the City of Carson.
1968 was a roaring time for Ray. He not only became the
Battalion Chief covering East Los Angeles and the City of
Commerce, he also completed his Master’s Degree from USC
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Official Department photo of Assistant Fire Chief Brunstrom
Provided by Nina B. Robinson Photo: ff 012D

Assistant Department Chief Brunston Photo: ff 013D

$10,000
DONATION
Retired Assistant Fire Chief Ray Brunstrom
We received a most generous donation from Chief
Brunstrom, a $10,000 check to sponsor one of our
display cases in the Museum. We are having a plaque
listing his donation being made for the case and his
name will be placed on our special Donor Wall when
we design and build it as well.
We have two more of these cases available for
sponsorships. We also have single cases with
EMERGENCY! gear displayed ready for sponsors. You
can find out more on our website:
https://www.lacountyfiremuseum.com/sponsorship/
As a museum with so many artifacts to archive
and apparatus to maintain, we have many other
sponsorships available. Pleaase contact us to find
out how your donation can be directed and how you
or a family member may be recognized as one of our
special sponsors.
Museum Display Cases Photo by St.Amant mu 003D
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APRIL 1950 FROM OUR ARCHIVES
By Historian Dave Boucher

SINCE we are celebrating our 1985 Seagrave Engine in the paint shop, let us take a look at an
advertisement from a Fire Engineering magazine in our archives. Seagraves were all the thing, even in
the 1950’s.
Document: doc 002
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TRAVELING CANTEEN
By Historian Dave Boucher

This nighttime shot is the best I have seen from this era, mostly
because it shows a little thought of piece of equipment being
utilized by some appreciative people….and….it is a completely
candid shot.
Identified in the photo are members of Engines 15, 31, and one
unknown Engine. The number 5 (missing a first digit due to the
angle of the shot) is seen on the helmet worn by the Captain on
the left and the number 31 on the helmet of the Firefighter on
the right. We know at least one Firefighter is from 15s because of
what is writtin on the back of the photo . They are being fed by
personnel manning the Fire Protection District’s canteen truck.
This unit, a 1936 Dodge converted bakery or milk truck, appears to
be in very good condition and, no doubt, was a welcome sight that
night. This unit was only used on very large fires.

There is no date or location given for the photo, but much can
be discerned by studing the equipment on the men. The painted
Forker aluminum helmets belong to Captains, not Battalion Chiefs
and above as today. All the clothing and gear the men are wearing,
from head to toe, was purchased by the men. The style of it all
suggests that this fire occurred in the late 1930s or early 1940s. The
fire probably began in the day time or early evening as they have
their daytime wool uniforms on and are not using turnout pants.
The source and photographer are unknown; no actual photo
credit is on the back, only “Paluzzi (capt station15)” is written in
pencil. That could be one of the Captain’s in the photo (email us
if you know!), or the photographer. Study this photo…you may
never see another like it.

firewarden@lacountyfiremuseum.com Subject: Canteen Truck.

Photo: inc 080
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PHOTO: ST. AMANT

Preserving The History of the
Los Angeles County Fire Department

Engine 7 at the Station ready to go to work in 1925. Photo: sta 7 001

Do you remember these guys?

We wouldn’t either if we did not have the photograph
with their names written on the back: L to R Engineer De
La Mere, Captain George Plympton, and Acting Captain
Don Bollor. With artifacts like these, it is vital that we have
the funding to be able to acquire, preserve and share
these tangible links to our past. Your support makes this
all possible. Your estate planning today can play a huge
role in the preservation of your County of Los Angeles Fire
Department’s rich history.
TO MAKE YOUR BEQUEST to the County of Los Angeles Fire
Museum Association, please use the following language:
“To the County of Los Angeles Fire Museum Association in
Bellflower, CA, I give ___________% of my estate.” Or you can
name a fixed dollar amount.

Nobody wants to think about their own end but we all know it is
inevitable. I love the Woody Allen quote; “I’m not afraid of dying
I just don’t want to be there when it happens”. Classic. As a nonprofit organization we look at all means of funding and support
and it has been recommended to us numerous times to appeal
to our members to remember us in their estate planning. Not
my favorite topic but it is one we need to consider. We do good
work at the Museum, and our mission is a solid one. Those of us
lucky enough to be LA County Firefighters have a legacy worthy
of remembrance and worthy of commitment. Maybe it is not
such a bad idea after all.
Recently we received a call from one of our many loyal and
dedicated supporters. He wanted to know if he could write
the Museum into his will, as he wanted to bequest $25,000 to
our efforts. We were really impressed and humbled that this
individual who is not an LA County Firefighter thinks so highly
of the Museum that he would do such a thing. A few years
ago Chief James (Jim) Turner left us $5000 in his will and he
had also, before his passing, donated the 1915 Model T Chief’s
buggy he had lovingly restored. We have also received verbal
commitments from a couple of other LACoFD retirees that they
would remember the Museum in their wills.
Now we really hope all of these generous folks are around for a
very long time, but it sure is quite a compliment to us that they
feel we have created an organization worthy of such support.
So to those of you who have already done so, THANK YOU!! To
those of you who have not yet considered the Museum for such
giving, please do so. There are even tax benefits that you can
enjoy right now for supporting non-profits, like the Museum, in
such a fashion. Help us keep our LACOFD story alive for future
generations!
CONTACT US:
Phone: 562-925-0234
Email: INFO@LACountyFireMuseum.com
Web: www.LACountyFireMuseum.com/donate/

Mail to: County of Los Angeles Fire Museum
Office of Estate Planning
9834 Flora Vista Street

The County of Los Angeles Fire Museum Association is a 501(c)(3), tax-exempt organization.

Bellflower, CA 90706

YES! Please send me information on
how to include the County of Los
Angeles Fire Museum Association in my
will!

Name
Address
City
State

FYI - I have already included the
County of Los Angeles Fire Museum
Association in my will.

Country
Email

Zip
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Squad 51 is now back to the paint scheme used in the television production of EMERGENCY!
With the wheels and lug nuts painted red
Photo by Joe Woyjeck
51 003D

